The Criteria Attention Skills Test is a short test that measures a person’s concentration and ability to sustain focus on one or more tasks while avoiding distractions. Because of its ability to measure concentration skills, the CAST helps predict employee success in a wide variety of positions — ranging from skilled manufacturing jobs to casino gaming dealers to video surveillance workers. High attention and concentration levels are also strongly correlated with low operator error, so the CAST is used to help predict job performance for pilots, delivery drivers, and truck and bus drivers.

How many numbers appear in this sequence?

5 5 5 5 5

Answer: Four
TOP CAST POSITIONS

Scientifically Validated

The CAST has been extensively validated, demonstrating that the test correlates significantly with job performance for a variety of jobs that require a high level of sustained attention and focus.

Aptitude as a Predictor of Performance

Research shows that aptitude is one of the most accurate predictors of job success: twice as predictive as job interviews, three times as predictive as experience, and four times as predictive as education level.